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Reimagining an American Icon

Location
Daytona Beach, FL
Wall Products
Optimo Embossed
Designwall 2000 Embossed
Morin Perforated Panel
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Overview
Kingspan Insulated Panels helped transform
Daytona International Speedway’s $400M
facility into a world- class reality.
Kingspan’s Morin perforated, single element
panels made up the expanse while their
Optimo Embossed and BENCHMARK
Designwall 2000 Embossed insulated panels
were used both for visually striking exterior
design as well as climate controlling interior
areas for a combined total of 525,000
square feet.

Wall Products

• Optimo Embossed
• BENCHMARK
Designwall 2000
Embossed
• Morin Perforated Panel
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Life in the Fast Lane
Business Challenge:
The Daytona International
Speedway, home of the DAYTONA
500, was over 50 years old,
completely open and vulnerable to
the elements, and had no private
spaces or air conditioning.
Speedway owner’s needed to
develop a $400 million project,
DAYTONA Rising, creating a worldclass facility with premium
amenities and offering a complete,
immersive fan experience
unmatched in the industry, on a
tight deadline within the confines of
their racing schedule.
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Pedal to the Metal
Kingspan Solution:
Kingspan insulated metal panels were
chosen to create interior sections of the
speedway as well as provide the focal
pieces of its exterior. Totaling 125,000
square feet of insulated panels, Kingspan
achieved temperate and air-conditioned
spaces in the interior sections that
transport fans through spacious social
areas along the nearly mile-long
frontstretch. Approximately 400,000
square feet of the Speedway’s exterior was
constructed using metal wall systems by
Morin, enabling easy mounting and
removal of sponsor logos. A visually striking
exterior section of shimmering white, bold
colors and dynamic curves was created
using Kingspan’s Optimo and BENCHMARK
Designwall 2000 embossed panels.
Installation Benefits:
80% of the metal panels used were
manufactured at Kingspan Insulated
Panel’s North American Headquarters in
DeLand, Florida, less than 20 miles from
Daytona International Speedway. The
Speedway was able to stay fully
operational during the two and a half year
construction process, allowing for all
scheduled races to carry on as intended.
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Need for Speed
Architectural Benefits: Kingspan
was an exclusive, single source
provider for all metal panel
solutions, delivering a fully
inclusive package and cladding
system. This sourcing ease
enabled design flexibility and
greatly increased speed to
production.
Contractor Benefits:
Kingspan significantly reduced buildspeed which reduced overall labor
costs.
Owner Benefits:
Kingspan’s commitment to built
environments that are more energy
efficient, attractive, adaptable,
environmentally sensitive and
productive, aligned with Daytona
International Speedway’s lofty
sustainability goals. “From day one,
we’ve committed to maximizing
sustainable building practices as part
of DAYTONA Rising,” said COO of
ISC Joie Chitwood III.
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Contact
For more information on the
products used in this project,
please email
Info.na@kingspanpanels.com

